
 
Observe: Watch videos of the steelhead
trout life cycle and observe their
characteristics and habitat.

 

Read and Learn: Read included

documents about steelhead life stages

and answer questions from the text.

 

Take Action: Create an info poster of

one life stage, include a drawing and a

few interesting facts. Share with family!

Become a Steelhead
Trout Expert

Questions or feedback? 

Please email Mollie Behn, Education Manager

at mbehn@coastal-watershed.org

Grade Level: 3rd-5th Grade

Length of Activity:  30 minutes to 1 hour

Type of Activity: Investigation and reading

Help Needed?: Self-guided student activity

Materials

Included Videos and Documents 

What will youth do? 

1

2

3
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Coastal Watershed Council

www.coastal-watershed.org

Blank paper

Pencil

Colored pencils

Steelhead Trout Habitat in the
San Lorenzo River
by Coastal Watershed Council
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Qefb-oTLC7k
 
Exploring the San Lorenzo River
by Coastal Watershed Council
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=hoIs-prnJgI
 

Additional Video Resources

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qefb-oTLC7k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hoIs-prnJgI


1 Observe the Steelhead Trout Life Cycle

Let's start by watching videos about the life cycle of steelhead trout and salmon! 

YouTube Video #1 (46 seconds) 

Steelhead Eggs Hatching

by US Fish and Wildlife Service

https://tinyurl.com/rrutwgt
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YouTube Video #2 (2:06) 

Steelhead and Salmon Fry

by M. Sid Kelly

https://tinyurl.com/vmv8za6

YouTube Video #4 (40 seconds) 

Spawning (Laying Eggs)

by Oregon State University

https://tinyurl.com/vyp2u5w

YouTube Video #3 (2:00) 

Spawning (Laying Eggs)

by FISHBIO

https://tinyurl.com/umbcfqa

2 Write down what you notice and any questions you have.

https://tinyurl.com/rrutwgt
https://tinyurl.com/vmv8za6
https://tinyurl.com/vyp2u5w
https://tinyurl.com/umbcfqa
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3 Select one life stage to become an expert on. 

Choose or find out from your teacher what life stage you will be responsible for

becoming an expert. See below for the life stages: 

6 Create an information poster about the steelhead life stage you studied. 

Include a colorful drawing of the life stage in its habitat and write your favorite facts!

Share what you have learned with your family. What are some ways we can protect

steelhead trout? (See example on the next page).

7 Take a picture of your poster and share your poster with your class. 

4 Find and read the text on your life stage

Next, find the reading page and questions for the steelhead life stages in the

pages below. Read your text.

Egg Alevin Fry Smolt Adult Spawner

5 Complete the sentence frames based on what you learned from the text. 

You can find the answers to the sentence frames at the back of this PDF. 
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Needs cold, clean 
water to survive.

Steelhead Fry

Eats tiny bugs!
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Steelhead are born from eggs the same size as a pencil eraser. They are a red-

orange color. The habitat for steelhead eggs is in mountain streams buried under

small rocks called gravel. An adult female steelhead can lay over 1,000 eggs!

 

Steelhead eggs are buried under small rocks called gravel so they do not get

washed away in a storm or eaten by predators such as birds, frogs, and other fish.

Steelhead eggs are laid in the winter when it is cold and rainy. The small mountain

streams are clean and clear, even when the San Lorenzo River near the Santa Cruz

Beach Boardwalk is brown like chocolate milk!

 

The steelhead has all the food it needs inside the egg. It only needs cold, clean

water and high river flows to keep it alive. Steelhead eggs cannot move on their

own. This life stage of steelhead trout does not migrate. Steelhead eggs are buried

in gravel until they are about 1 month old, then their body begins to change into

the next life stage called “alevin”.

Expert Text
Stage 1: Egg
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1.) The habitat for steelhead eggs is in _________________

_____________ buried under small rocks called gravel.

 

 

2.) Steelhead eggs must be buried under small rocks called gravel

so predators such as ________________  and 

_____________________ cannot eat them.

 

 

3.) Steelhead trout eggs are laid in the  __________________ when

it is cold and rainy. 

 

 

4.) Steelhead eggs don’t have a mouth. They have their

food on the  inside  /  outside of the egg. (Circle one answer.) 

 

 

 

5.) Steelhead eggs only need cold, clean water and a  

high  /  medium  /  low  flow of river water to keep it alive. (Circle

one answer.)  

 

6.) Because steelhead eggs can’t move, they migrate a

far distance  /  do not migrate. (Circle one answer.)

 

Name:_______________________________ 

Stage 1: 
Egg
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Alevin is the name for steelhead trout that have just hatched from their egg.

This is the second part of the steelhead life cycle. Alevin have a big red belly

and tiny fins. They are the size of a gummy bear.  

 

Steelhead eggs and alevin have the same habitat. They can be found in

mountain streams under small rocks called gravel. Alevin need a lot of cold,

clean water. They live under the gravel so they can’t get eaten by predators

like frogs, raccoons, or larger fish. Alevin are too young to catch their own

food. Their big red belly is part of the egg and it is full of food that they use for

energy.  

 

Because their fins are too small to swim, alevin do not migrate. Alevin need a

medium flow of water during the spring time. After about 5 weeks of being

an alevin, their big red belly shrinks and they begin to look more like a tiny fish

we call a “fry”.
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Expert Text
Stage 2: Alevin



1.) Alevin have the same habitat as eggs. They can be found in

____________________ _____________ under small rocks called

gravel.

 

 

2.) It is good that alevin are safe under gravel because animals

like ____________ and ___________ love to eat them!

 

 

3.) Alevin are too young to catch their own food. Their big red

belly is part of the ___________ and it is full of food that they

use for energy. 

 

 

4.) Since they have tiny fins and are too young to

swim, alevin can / can not migrate. (Circle one answer.) 

 

 

5.) Alevin need a  high  /  medium  /  low  flow of water during

the ________________ season. (Circle one answer.)

 

 

6.) It takes about ________ weeks until the alevin turns into the

next life stage called “fry”.
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Name:_______________________________ 
Stage 2: 
Alevin



The third part of the steelhead life cycle is called fry. Steelhead fry can be the

size of your finger. They can be from 3 months old to 1 year old. Fry need a lot

of cold, clean water to survive.

 

Fry swim around in cold, clear pools in mountain streams. They spend their

day finding tiny bugs to eat. Yum! Fry have spots on their sides so they can

hide from predators like birds, raccoons, and frogs that want to eat them.  

 

Steelhead fry migrate from small creeks into a big river where there is more

food to eat. They need a medium flow so they can catch food and swim safely.

The best time to see fry swimming around is in the spring.
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Expert Text
Stage 3: Fry



1.) The age of a steelhead fry can be anywhere from _________

months to ____ year(s) old.

 

 

2.) Fry do not live under small rocks or gravel. Fry swim around in

cold, clear pools in ___________________

__________________________. They need a lot of cold, clean water.

 

3.) Steelhead fry are big enough to catch their own food.

They spend their day finding tiny _____________ to eat.

 

4.) Steelhead fry have spots on their sides to help them to hide

from predators like ________________ and ______________ that

want to eat them.

 

5.) Steelhead fry migrate from small creeks into a _______

____________________ where there is more food to eat.

 

6.) Fry need a high  /  medium  /    low  flow so they can catch

food and swim safely. (Circle one answer.) The best time to see fry

swimming around is in the ____________.
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Name:_______________________________ 

Stage 3: 
Fry



The fourth part of the steelhead trout life cycle is called smolt. Smolt are like

the teenagers of the steelhead life cycle. Smolt are longer than your hand and

are silver in color.  They need a lot of cold, clean water.

 

Smolt can be 1 to 2 years old. Steelhead smolt need to have wide and deep

habitat with lots of space. They migrate from the river into the estuary near

the Santa Cruz Beach Boardwalk. An estuary is where river water and ocean

water mix together. There is a lot of food to eat in the estuary like big

bugs, shrimp, sand crabs, and tiny fish. 

 

The season when smolt are swimming near the Santa Cruz Beach Boardwalk is

in the summer. The low flows of the river during the summer makes the water

calm and clear so Steelhead smolt can hunt. They must be aware of things that

want to eat them, such as birds, big fish, and sometimes seals!
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Expert Text
Stage 4: Smolt



1.) The age of smolt is between _____ year(s) old and _____ year(s)

old.

 

2.) Steelhead smolt need habitat that is wide and deep  /  small

and shallow . (Circle one answer.) Smolt need a lot of cold, clean

water. 

 

3.) Smolt migrate from the river into the ______________, where

fresh river water and salty ocean water mix together. There is a lot

of food here for them to eat, such as _______________ and

______________. 

 

4.) The season when smolt are swimming near the Santa Cruz

Beach Boardwalk is in the ________________. The weather is warm

and sunny.  

 

5.) The high  /  medium  /  low  flows of the river during the

summer makes the water calm and clear so steelhead smolt can

hunt. (Circle one answer.)

 

6.) Smolt can be eaten by other animals, like _____________,

________________, or _________________.
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Name:_______________________________ 

Stage 4: 
Smolt



The fifth part of the steelhead trout life cycle is called the “ocean adult”. Ocean

adult steelhead are silver and as long as your arm. Ocean adults swim from the

San Lorenzo River into the Monterey Bay to begin their migration. This fall

season migration happens during medium river flows.

 

After leaving the San Lorenzo River, ocean adult steelhead migrate from the

Monterey Bay to the cold waters near Alaska. The cold water has lots of food

such as shrimp, small fish, and squid. Ocean adult steelhead can be eaten by

many predators including sea lions, sharks, orcas, and humans on fishing boats. 

 

After feeding in the cold ocean waters for three years, the ocean adult

migrates from Alaska back to the Monterey Bay. Ocean adults can be five years

old. They need lots of cold, clean water just like all other parts of the steelhead

life cycle. 
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Expert Text
Stage 5: 
Ocean Adult



1.) Ocean adults swim from the San Lorenzo River into the

Monterey Bay to begin their migration. This ___________ season

migration happens during  low  /  medium  /  high river flows.

(Circle one answer.)

 

2.) After leaving the San Lorenzo River, ocean adult steelhead

migrate from the Monterey Bay to the cold

waters near ___________.

 

3.) The cold water has lots of food for ocean adult steelhead like  

___________  and  ______________.

 

 

4.) Many ocean adult steelhead get eaten by 

_____________________  and _____________________.

 

 

5.) After feeding in the cold ocean waters for three years, the

ocean adult migrates from Alaska back to the

___________________   _________.

 

 

6.) Ocean adult steelhead can be _______ years old. They need a

lot of clean, cold water to survive.
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Stage 5:
Ocean Adult



Adult steelhead trout use their senses to find the San Lorenzo River, the same

river they grew up in. We call the final stage of the steelhead life cycle

“spawners” because this is when they spawn, or lay eggs, in the

river. Spawners can be more than five years old. 

 

Spawners migrate from the Monterey Bay into the estuary and swim up

the entire San Lorenzo River. They find a small mountain stream where there is

a lot of clean, cold water. Steelhead spawners migrate in the middle of winter

when flows are very high. Humans, bears, and eagles catch spawners to eat

during this migration.   

 

Steelhead are big and strong after feeding in the ocean, so during this

migration they do not eat anything. Since steelhead can not spawn in sand,

spawners migrate to habitat with small rocks called gravel. A female spawner

uses her tail to dig a pit in gravel under the water and lays eggs. A male

spawner will fertilize the eggs so they can grow. The female covers the

eggs with gravel and might swim back to the ocean again. If the eggs are

lucky, they will hatch in a few months.
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Expert Text
Stage 6: 
Spawner



1.) We call the final stage of the steelhead life cycle “spawners”

because this is when they spawn, or __________ ______________,

in the river.

 

2.) Spawners migrate from the Monterey Bay into the estuary

and swim up the entire _________  _________________ River.

They find a small ____________________ stream where there is a

lot of clean, cold water.

 

3.) Spawners migrate in the middle of ________________ when

flows are very low  /  medium  /  high.  (Circle one answer.)

 

4.) Animals like ____________________ and

____________________ catch spawners to eat during this

migration.

   

5.) Steelhead are big and strong after feeding in the ocean, so

during this migration they eat a lot  /  not very much  /  not at

all. (Circle one answer.)  

 

6.) Since steelhead can not spawn in sand, spawners migrate to

habitat with small rocks called _____________.  A female spawner

uses her tail to dig a pit in gravel under the water and lays her

eggs.
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Name:_______________________________ 

Stage 6:
Spawner



1.) The habitat for steelhead eggs is in       mountain      

   streams      buried under small rocks called gravel.

 

2.) Steelhead eggs must be buried under small rocks called

gravel so predators such as      birds        and       frogs       

 cannot eat them.

 

3.) Steelhead trout eggs are laid in the           winter           

 when it is cold and rainy. 

 

4.) Steelhead eggs don’t have a mouth. They have their

food on the  inside  /  outside of the egg. (Circle one answer.) 

 

5.) Steelhead eggs only need cold, clean water and a  

high  /  medium  /  low  flow of river water to keep it alive.

(Circle one answer.)  

 

6.) Because steelhead eggs can’t move, they migrate a

far distance  /  do not migrate. (Circle one answer.)

 

www.coastal-watershed.org
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Answers for Eggs



1.) Alevin have the same habitat as eggs. They can be found in

   mountain       streams    under small rocks called gravel.

 

 

2.) It is good that alevin are safe under gravel because animals

like    raccoons    and   larger   fish     love to eat them!

 

3.) Alevin are too young to catch their own food. Their big red

belly is part of the    egg      and it is full of food that they use for

energy. 

 

4.) Since they have tiny fins and are too young to

swim, alevin can / can not migrate. (Circle one answer.) 

 

5.) Alevin need a  high  /  medium  /  low  flow of water during

the      spring        season. (Circle one answer.)

 

6.) It takes about    5      weeks until the alevin turns into the

next life stage called “fry”.
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Answers for Alevin



1.) The age of a steelhead fry can be anywhere from    3    

 months to    1    year(s) old.

 

2.) Fry do not live under small rocks or gravel. Fry swim around

in cold, clear pools in     mountain               streams    . They

need a lot of cold, clean water.

 

3.) Steelhead fry are big enough to catch their own food.

They spend their day finding tiny    bugs      to eat.

 

4.) Steelhead fry have spots on their sides to help them to hide

from predators like    raccoons     and   birds      that want to

eat them.

 

5.) Steelhead fry migrate from small creeks into a     big     

      river       where there is more food to eat.

 

6.) Fry need a high  /  medium  /    low  flow so they can catch

food and swim safely. (Circle one answer.) The best time to see

fry swimming around is in the     spring     .
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Answers for Fry



1.) The age of smolt is between    1     year(s) old and    2    

 year(s) old.

 
2.) Steelhead smolt need habitat that is wide and deep 
/  small and shallow . (Circle one answer.) Smolt need a lot
of cold, clean water. 
 
3.) Smolt migrate from the river into the    estuary     , where
fresh river water and salty ocean water mix together. There is
a lot of food here for them to eat, such as   shrimp    and 
   tiny   fish    . 
 
4.) The season when smolt are swimming near the Santa
Cruz Beach Boardwalk is in the    summer     . The weather is
warm and sunny.  
 
5.) The high  /  medium  /  low  flows of the river during the
summer makes the water calm and clear so steelhead smolt
can hunt. (Circle one answer.)
 
6.) Smolt can be eaten by other animals, like     birds     , 
   bigger fish    , or     seals    .
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Answers for Smolt



1.) Ocean adults swim from the San Lorenzo River into the
Monterey Bay to begin their migration. This      fall      season
migration happens during  low  /  medium  /  high river flows.
(Circle one answer.)
 
2.) After leaving the San Lorenzo River, ocean adult steelhead
migrate from the Monterey Bay to the cold waters near
    Alaska    .
 
3.) The cold water has lots of food for ocean adult steelhead
like       shrimp      and    small   fish      .
 
 
4.) Many ocean adult steelhead get eaten by     humans      
 and     sharks    .
 
 
5.) After feeding in the cold ocean waters for three years, the
ocean adult migrates from Alaska back to the       Monterey     
       Bay      .
 
 
6.) Ocean adult steelhead can be    5     years old. They need a
lot of clean, cold water to survive.
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Answers for Ocean Adult



1.) We call the final stage of the steelhead life cycle “spawners”
because this is when they spawn, or         lay          eggs     , in
the river.
 
2.) Spawners migrate from the Monterey Bay into the estuary
and swim up the entire    San           Lorenzo    River. They find
a small     mountain     stream where there is a lot of clean, cold
water.
 
3.) Spawners migrate in the middle of    winter    when flows
are very low  /  medium  /  high.  (Circle one answer.)
 
4.) Animals like     eagles     and     humans       catch
spawners to eat during this migration.
   
5.) Steelhead are big and strong after feeding in the ocean, so
during this migration they eat a lot  /  not very much  / 
 not at all. (Circle one answer.)  
 
6.) Since steelhead can not spawn in sand, spawners migrate to
habitat with small rocks called   gravel   .  A female spawner
uses her tail to dig a pit in gravel under the water and lays her
eggs.
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Answers for Spawners


